
Specifications US Metric Equipment Highlights

Engine Isuzu Isuzu

Cooling System Liquid Liquid

Horsepower 48-HP 36 kW

Fuel Type Diesel Diesel

Fuel Capacity 15.0-gallon 57-litre

Hydraulic Capacity 12.2-gallon 46.2-litre

Hydraulic Flow (Aux) 15.0 GPM 57 L/Min

Hydraulic Flow (Drive) 15.0 GPM 57 L/Min

System Pressure 3000 PSI 20684 kPa

Track Width 9.0" 230 mm

Weight (no attachment) 3470 lbs 1572 kg

Length (no attachment) 97.1" 2466 mm

Length (with bucket) 120" 3048 mm

Width (overall) 44" 1118 mm

Height (overall) 53.6" 1361 mm

Height (fully raised) 101.5" 2578 mm

Operating Capacity (35%) 954 lbs 432 kg

Operating Capacity (50%) 1367 lbs 619 kg

Tip Capacity 2734 lbs 1238 kg

Dump Angle 34° 34°

Dump Height 77.25" 1962 mm

Hinge Pin Height 95.5" 2426 mm

Ground Clearance 5.75" 146 mm

Ground Pressure 4.7 PSI 32.4 kPa

Ground Speed (max) 4.5 MPH 7.2 km/h

Category Feature Function Benefit

Body Protects powertrain, drivetrain and hydraulic 

system components 

Full enclosure protects powertrain, drivetrain and hydraulic system components 

from debris and gives the 950HD a clean and stylish appearance.

Drive System Provides transport speed Hydrostatic drive system allows proportional control of the joysticks with 

variable speed output. Mode selections in the electronic display allows 

operators to choose between modes to better suit their operational capabilities 

and easy throttle adjustment allows travel speed adjustments when working in 

tight areas requiring precision.

Drive System Provides power to drive the undercarriage Heavy-duty, Parker 29.0 ci/r (475 cc/r) drive motors provides over 1000 lb-ft 

(1356 n·M) of tractive effort for the most demanding applications.
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Engine Provides power supply to run hydraulic system With a class-leading 48-HP (36 kW), 4-cylinder diesel engine meeting EPA Tier 4 

Final emission regulations, this makes the 950HD the most powerful compact 

utility loader on the market. The DOC only emission package requires no after 

treatment or regeneration and the 4-cylinder engine is both smooth and quiet. 

The Isuzu diesel engine also features a 3-year/3,000 hour warranty with 5-

year/5,000 hour major component warranty.

Engine Cleans intake air to engine Dual element air cleaner assembly utilizes an inner and outer filter to trap 

particulates for cleaner intake air and longer service life.

Hydraulic System Cools hydraulic system oil and lower hydraulic 

system operating temperature

Provides cooling of hydraulic operating system to increase run time and 

improve hydraulic system component life. The hydraulic oil cooler is a 

combination cooler enclosed within the radiator package and fuel cooler for a 

clean appearance.

Hydraulic System Dispatches oil to hydraulic functions Hydrostatic drive system controls the drive, boom and auxiliary functions with 

dedicated oil to the system components - eliminating shared oil found on the 

other Boxer models - allowing for a clean hydraulic package with smooth 

operational controls and simultaneous functionality.

Hydraulic System Used to connect hydraulic powered 

attachments

Dual auxiliary remotes with no leak flat face couplers eliminates the need to 

add electric control boxes to power hydraulic angling attachments and reduces 

attachment cost. Use the larger lines for rotary powered attachments and the 

smaller lines for hydraulic angling attachments.

Hydraulic System To relieve machine hydraulic pressure Easy-to-use, push button, pressure relief block alleviates hydraulic system 

pressure on the machine to allow easy attachment hook-up.

Loader Used to lock boom in upright position for 

maintenance and repairs

Supplied boom cylinder lock conveniently located on loader arm to lock the lift 

cylinder when performing maintenance or repairs.

Loader Plate used to connect attachments to unit Universal attachment plate supports over 50 base attachments. Greasable, 

spring-loaded chrome pins allow easy on-off attachment hook-up.

Loader Allows hydraulic raise and lower of boom and 

attachment plate tilt feature

Heavy-duty, welded, lift and tilt cylinders provide ample lift capabilities and 

longevity.

Loader Mechanism cylinders and attachment plates are 

connected to  provide lift and tilt functions.

Class-leading 95.5" (2.4 meter) hinge pin height and 77.25" (2 meter) dump 

height allows clearance to dump over a 6' (1.8 meter) side wall, dumpster or 

truck bed. The nearest competitors hinge pin height is 83" (2.1 meter). Heavy-

duty, 3/4" (19 mm)  thick plate steel boom with cross-braces provide structural 

rigidity to the boom for maximum lifting capability.

Maintenance Allows easier routine maintenance and service 

access

Maintenance friendly features such as remote mounted engine oil and fuel 

filters, fuse block and relays make servicing the 950HD easy and simple

Boom Arms

Routine maintenance and service 

access

Auxiliary Remotes

Pressure Relief Blocks

Boom Lock

Attachment Plate

Lift and Tilt Cylinders

Air Cleaner Assembly

Hydraulic Oil Cooler

Hydraulic system

Isuzu 4LE2T, 48-HP (36 kW), Tier 

4 Final diesel engine with diesel 

oxidation catalyst (DOC)
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Operator Station Operator control interface to operate unit Controls within easy reach of the operator - including an electronic display with 

fuel gauge, hour meter, engine diagnostics and operational mode selection; 

throttle control lever, key switch, cup holder and a 12-volt auxiliary plug

Operator Station Controls drive, boom and auxiliary functions The 950HD features dual pattern electronic joystick controls for the drive, 

boom and auxiliary functions. Fingertip joystick controls allow smooth 

operational control with all functions located on two joysticks. Dual pattern 

function allows the operator to switch between ISO and 'H' pattern controls - 

eliminating the selling objection between the two patterns.

Operator Station Platform for operator to stand on while 

operating the unit.

Designed as a ride-on unit, the spring cushioned platform allows operators to 

ride instead of stand with improved ergonomics and attachment visibility. The 

spring suspension provides cushion to the operator resulting in less fatigue and 

improved operator comfort. Hip and thigh padding encapsulates the operator 

for a more enclosed feel and comfortable operating experience.

Ratings Machine work loads The 950HD features a class-leading tip capacity of 2,734 lbs (1238 kg) and 35% 

SAE rated operating capacity of 954 lbs (432 kg) 

Transport Allows securement point during transportation Front (bumper) and rear (frame) tie-down points allow proper securement 

during transportation.

Undercarriage Applies tractive effort to ground for forward 

and reverse movement 

Low 4.7 PSI (32.4 kPa) ground pressure, and turf-friendly rubber tracks enable 

the unit to place the tractive effort where needed.

Undercarriage Used to adjust track tension Common track adjustment with the Boxer fleet and includes track adjustment 

wrench

Undercarriage Refers to the triangular design of the 

undercarriage

Reduces drive motor exposure to the debris path; allows increased track ground 

contact (surface area) and eases climbing over curbs.

Operator Controls - Interface

Spring tensioned adjustment

High track design

Operator Controls

Operating capacities

Operator cockpit and platform

Tie Downs

230 mm (9") wide rubber 

undercarriage
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